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ABSTRACT
The goal of the First International Workshop on Visual
Interfaces for Ground Truth Collection in Computer Vi-
sion Applications is to bring together practitioners and re-
searchers in computer vision and in HCI to share ideas and
experiences in designing and implementing visual interfaces
for ground truth data generation.

It specifically presents and reports on the construction
and analysis of user-oriented tools and interfaces to sup-
port automatic or semi-automatic ground truth annotation
and labeling in many applications such as object detection,
object recognition, scene segmentation and face recognition
both in still images and in videos.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces; I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Vi-
sion]: Applications

General Terms
Image labeling, Ground truth data, Visual Interfaces, Col-
laborative Interfaces, Object Detection, Pattern Recognition

1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of having image/video database contain-

ing high quality ground truth annotations generated by hu-
mans for a variety of computer vision applications is rec-
ognized by the whole machine vision community. Indeed,
one of the most significant efforts during the evaluation pro-
cess is represented by the development of accurate truth
and comparing this truth to the decision of image and video
processing applications. For example, datasets with ground
truth labels are necessary for supervised learning of object
categories. However, the cost of providing labelled data,
which implies asking a human to examine images and pro-
vide labels, becomes impractical as training sets grow.
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The computer vision community has mainly directed its at-
tention to develop methods for collecting large scale datasets
by exploiting the collaborative effort of a large population of
annotators. Although there exist functional, task-oriented
requirements for tools supporting ground truth labeling, the
research still lacks in following human computer interaction
paradigm to develop user-oriented tools. In fact, annotators,
must be at the centre of such tools since the ground truth
needs to be established by humans who, for example, on a
video sequence of five minutes captured at 30 fps, have to
annotate manually a total of 9000 frames.
Having this in mind, the Program Committee (PC) selected
14 papers describing tools, interfaces and methods able to
speed-up the process of effective ground truth creation by
helping users, through the integration of computer vision
and HCI methods, to finish the task with the best accuracy
in a reasonable amount of time.
In the next two sections a summary of the accepted papers
is presented, whereas in the last section concluding remarks
are given.

2. FULL PAPERS
Six papers were accepted as full paper. Two of them

specifically address the problem of generation of large scale
ground truth starting from small datasets:

• “Efficient Annotation of Image Data Sets for Computer
Vision Applications” presents an image annotation ap-
proach that aims at supporting users with little-to-
know knowledge of computer vision techniques to pro-
vide application-specific labels for large data sets. The
proposed approach arranges images in clusters using
self-organizing map (SOM), and the user interface al-
lows users to select and annotate large number of im-
ages at once. This tool improves labeling efficiency
compared to a Wizard-like annotation interface.

• “Combinatorial Enlargement of Ground-Truth Datasets
and Efficient Evaluation of Segmentation Algorithms”
describes a evaluation approach that aims at efficiently
comparing different image segmentation algorithms and
meanwhile generating ground truth from a small la-
beled data set. Given an initial set of images with seg-
mentation labels, synthetic images can be generated
by combinatorially composing labeled regions from im-
ages in the initial set. By applying combinatorial de-
sign algorithms, the authors demonstrated that it is
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possible to create an exponentially larger database of
valid images than the starting set.

The other four full papers instead describe user-oriented
tools supporting annotators mainly in the task of object de-
tection, recognition and image segmentation in still images
and in video streams.

• “Multiscale Annotation of Still Images with GAT”presents
a graphical annotation tool for still images that works
at both global (entire image) and local (fragment) scales,
and the latter both in rough/precise form and with and
without semi-automatic segmentation. Moreover, the
presented interface assists users in the annotation of
images with relation to the semantic classes described
in an ontology. The annotation capabilities are also
complemented with additional functionalities that al-
low the creation and evaluation of an image classifier.

• “Synthetic Ground Truth Dataset to Detect Shadows
Cast by Static Object in Outdoors” proposes a tech-
nique for the generation of ground truth for shadow-
detection algorithms, which is based on the use of a
rendering software to create a synthetic scene and sim-
ulate the flowing of time by accurately computing the
sun’s position, which is the main source of light. The
results shown that the approach drastically reduces the
time for the generation of a ground-truth with object
shadows, since no manual user intervention is required.

• “An Interactive Tool for Extremely Dense Landmark-
ing of Faces” describes a tool for generating ground
truthed landmarks in face images that is able to im-
prove manual landmarking in the case of extremely
dense (250+ points per images) annotation of face im-
ages with a 2x speedup. A case study suggests also
that this sub feature based annotation approach is
more efficient than holistic based approach such as the
Cootes’ tool.

• “A Multi-View Annotation Tool for People Detection
Evaluation” introduces a multi-view annotation tool
for generating 3D ground truth data of the real loca-
tion of people in the scene. In order to achieve pre-
cise ground truth data the user is also aided by video
frames of multiple synchronized and calibrated cam-
eras.

3. POSTER PAPERS AND DEMO
The six papers accepted as poster paper were mainly“work

in progress” showing and sharing ideas to build up interfaces
for ground truth labeling in several image processing tasks.

• “CoVidA: Pen-Based Collaborative Video Annotation”
proposes a pen-based interface which combines pen
and touch input to annotate videos. The authors demon-
strated also that especially for complex structures the
usage of CoVidA device improves the effectiveness of
the outlining process.

• Two papers instead propose tools to deal with the
annotations of medical images: “An annotation tool
for dermoscopic image segmentation” and “Manual la-
beling strategy for Ground Truth estimation in MRI
Glial Tumor Segmentation”. Both works share the idea

to involve domain specialists during the development
stages of the tools.

• “Robust Interactive Segmentation via Coloring” intro-
duces an original idea to support annotation for image
segmentation on mobile devices. In this setting, re-
quirements are to have lightweight segmentation meth-
ods and simple touch or gesture based input meth-
ods. Given these constraints the authors use existing
methods to perform the segmentation, but introduce a
novel error correction method for this setting and dy-
namic segment indication (labeling) methodology, i.e.,
the image is segmented while a user “colors” (draws in)
the image. A user based evaluation, carried out on 15
subjects with capacitive mobile touch screen, showed
the proposed method outperforms two existing meth-
ods (graphcut and intelligent scissors) in both segmen-
tation performance and easiness and entertainment.

• In“Manually fitting a 3D skeleton to multi-view video”
the authors propose a interactive interface to label the
skeleton on the videos, where they allow users to ma-
nipulate the skeleton from different angles. The accu-
racy of the annotations is evaluated against the Hu-
manEva dataset showing that their tool does better
than the baseline line method of the dataset.

• “A Multi-Tool for Ground-Truth Stereo Correspondence,
Object Outlining and Points-of-Interest Selection” de-
scribes a tool that supports three types of manual an-
notation tasks in creating ground truth for computer
vision applications: (1) matching the corresponding
points in multi-view/stereo processing, (2) outlining
objects in images, and (3) collecting sample points
from regions of interest. The annotations collected us-
ing this tool can be useful in various types of computer
vision tasks.

The two demo papers present tools to support annota-
tion for object detection and tracking in videostreams by
integrating instruments and methods, such as a jog shuttle
wheel or a simple detection algorithm, to simplify and speed
up the labeling tasks to the end users.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The First International Workshop on Visual Interfaces for

Ground Truth Collection in Computer Vision Applications
represents the first attempt to bring together researchers in
computer vision and in HCI to share ideas in designing and
implementing user-oriented interfaces for ground truth data
generation. However, this aim was not fully reached since
most papers addressed mainly computer vision needs, al-
though a first endeavour of integration between computer
vision and human computer interaction research is evident.
Therefore, there is still room for improvement and we hope
that the selected papers will serve as valuable reference for
the future research on user-oriented ground truth data gen-
eration interfaces in computer vision tasks.
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